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“Missing data matters: it can exacerbate 
inequalities on a societal scale. 

When that data is operationalised into algorithmic 
decision-making systems and AI, the social 
processes that produce racial 
inequality—mechanisms of power, economics, 
knowledge, culture and language—can be written 
into technologies with huge societal impacts.”

- Ada Lovelace Institute
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a discovery or innovation due to insufficient data that are 
representative of them





1. Understanding and enabling opportunities to 
use AI to address health inequalities

2. Optimising datasets, and improving AI 
development, testing, and deployment



Health Data Poverty:

“The inability for individuals, groups, or populations to benefit from a discovery or 
innovation due to insufficient data that are adequately representative of them”



To build AI healthcare technologies which benefit all patients, we 
need datasets which represent the diverse range of people they 

are intended to be used in. 

Unfortunately, health datasets often do not adequately represent 
minority populations. 



Clinical Study Participants and Data Sets Are Representative of the 
Intended Patient Population: Data collection protocols should ensure that 

the relevant characteristics of the intended patient population (for example, 
in terms of age, gender, sex, race, and ethnicity), use, and measurement inputs 

are sufficiently represented in a sample of adequate size in the clinical study 

and training and test datasets, so that results can be reasonably generalized to 

the population of interest. This is important to manage any bias, promote 
appropriate and generalizable performance across the intended patient 
population, assess usability, and identify circumstances where the model may 

underperform. 



1. What biases exist in AI health datasets?

2. What stands in the way of reducing bias in 
datasets?

3. How can we ensure datasets are diverse, 
inclusive and promote generalisability?
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We will develop standards on… 

Composition (‘who’ is represented)
&

Transparency (‘how’ they are represented)

… of datasets in AI





Adapted with permission from Raji et al. (2020) Closing the AI Accountability Gap: Defining an End-to-End Framework for Internal Algorithmic Auditing
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